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Abstract. The work considers an approach to information extraction based on 

lexico-syntactic patterns (LSPs). LSPs are built on the basis of knowledge about 

the scientific subject domain presented in the ontology and the corpus of scien-

tific publications in different areas of knowledge. Two key tasks must be solved 

with the help of the LSPs: extracting object names and constructing objects in 

accordance with the structure of the ontology classes. In line with these tasks, 

terminological and informational LSPs are differentiated. Terminological pat-

terns ensure the extraction of object names and properties based on indicators - 

marker words and phrases. Information patterns provide identification of ontol-

ogy objects based on key attributes, description of actant structure for predicates 

expressing attributive relations and relations between ontology objects, as well 

as matching language constructions to values of attributes of ontology objects 

and their relations. Research is conducted on the basis of a corpus of scientific 

publications, which includes 100 articles from various fields of knowledge. The 

ways of expressing information about research method as the central concept of 

the ontology of scientific activity are investigated. 

Keywords: Lexico-Syntactic Patterns, Ontology Population, Subject Diction-

ary, Ontology of the Scientific Activity, Ontology Design Patterns. 

1 Introduction 

The development of Semantic Web tools today is associated with the demand for on-

tologies as a means of unifying subject knowledge, storing, providing navigation and 

searching for well-structured data. The standardization of ontology representation in-

struments and the creation of a bank of ready-made solutions by the community [1] 

poses new tasks for researchers. There is a necessity of providing flexible mechanisms 

for using “samples” of ready-made solutions for the design and development of custom 

ontologies, as well as tools for their automated augmentation. For more than ten years, 

methods based on the application of Ontology Design Patterns, or ODP [2] documented 

descriptions of practical solutions to typical problems of ontological modeling [3], have 

been used. 



 

 

In some existing works on the automated augmentation of ontologies and thesauri, a 

linguistic approach based on knowledge is distinguished using constructs, or templates. 

These templates are subdivided into grammatical [4], lexico-grammatical [5, 6] and 

lexico-syntactic [7, 8] ones depending on the type of linguistic information. 

One of the linguistic approaches proposed in the work [9] to solving the problem of 

automated ontology population is using the idea of the possibility of automating the 

construction of semantic relations based on diagnostic contexts presented in the form 

of lexico-syntactic patterns (LSPs), structural samples of language constructions which 

represent lexical and surface syntactic properties [7]. A more detailed definition is 

given in the work [6], where LSP is defined as a model (or structural sample) of a 

linguistic structure, indicating the essential grammatical characteristics of a lexemes set 

included in linguistic expressions of this class, and syntactic conditions of the use of 

linguistic expression constructed according to pattern  (for example, the rules for 

matching morphological features of tokens). In a number of works [10] the term lexical-

semantic pattern is also used for LSP, emphasizing the possibility of describing lexical 

units in a sample using lexico-semantic classes (features). The technique proposed in 

the work [8], known as Hearst patterns, is intended for processing unstructured texts. It 

has been widely used for extracting hyponymy relations involving extracting ordered 

pairs of words from a collection of documents that match a set of predefined patterns. 

An approach of M. Hearst has been further developed by many researchers and applied 

to various languages and text genres [10-12] in the form of universal or domain-specific 

LSPs for extracting ontological entities and relations from texts. 

For the formal representation of LSP, means of varying degrees of complexity are 

used, from lexical regular expressions (Hearst patterns) or regular expressions over a 

part-of-speech alphabet to non-semantic specialized languages, such as the Tomita par-

ser [13], LSPL [7, 14], Diglex instrument [15], or those using semantic markup, such 

as Gate [16] and Faton [17] platforms. 

The purpose of this work is to develop a methodology for constructing LSPs for the  

ontology of scientific activity in order to extract information from texts and enrich the 

ontology that already has an initial structure and content. The LSP representation model 

based on available template technologies provides tight integration with ontology de-

sign patterns. This technique is demonstrated by application to the research method, a 

key component of the scientific ontology, and is oriented at further automation. 

2 Lexico-Syntactic Ontology Design Patterns 

LSPs considered as a tool for augmentation of the ontology allow solving the following 

key tasks: the extraction of object names  (including “new” names not presented in the 

dictionary) and object attribute values and construction of objects according to the 

structure of the ontology classes. In accordance with these tasks, two types of LSPs 

were identified: terminological and informational ones.  

Terminological lexico-syntactic patterns (T-LSP) provide extraction of the names of 

objects or their properties due to indicators - marker words and phrases identified dur-

ing the analysis of ontology and language constructions found in the text corpus of the 



 

field of knowledge. All indicators are entered in the subject dictionary and marked with 

lexico-semantic features (classes and values). 

The proposed methodology for the creation of T-LSP has three features. The first is  

the dictionary system of lexico-semantic classes formed in accordance with the descrip-

tion of the subject domain presented in the ontology. The second is the use of indicator 

terms obtained on the basis of the ontology (names of classes, attributes, relations) as 

well as their synonyms (or contextual synonyms). The third peculiarity  concerns the 

inclusion of variables with given properties in the T-LSPs. The values of these variables 

are specified by the corresponding  normalized text fragments. 

 [<Adj>*, <Method>, <N, gen>*] ⇒ Method.Name 

This pattern1 is focused on extracting the name of a method represented by the noun 

phrase Adj + N + N,gen, with the lexeme of the Method class as its syntactic head.   

Informational lexico-syntactic patterns (I-LSP) are used to match language construc-

tions against ontology objects. The formalism for I-LSP representation is a modifica-

tion of the fact extraction schemes language proposed in [17] to  extract facts from the 

text. Each I-LSP implements a model of the form: 

 <Arguments, Constraints, Result>, 

where Arguments correspond either to terms extracted using T-LSPs, or to objects 

(it is assumed that objects have already been extracted earlier using some other I-LSPs), 

Constraints set semantic and / or syntactic conditions on Arguments, and Result de-

scribes a fragment of the ontology generated by the pattern. 

In the process of constructing I-LSPs, the following tasks are to be solved: a) iden-

tification of ontology objects based on key attributes, b) description of the actant struc-

ture for predicates that express the ontological relations between objects and their  at-

tributes or between the objects themselves, c) formulation of syntactic, semantic and 

positional constraints on I-LSP arguments in the most generalized form, d) matching 

pattern arguments to values of attributes of ontology objects and their relations. 

[Person()<nom>, описал ‘described’, Method()<acc>] ⇒ arg1::Method(Author: arg3) 

This pattern allows linking an object of the Person class and the Author attribute of 

the Method class. 

3 Information Extraction Approach based on LSPs 

The process of extracting information with a given set of patterns goes through several 

stages: the preliminary stage, at which the text is tokenized, the stage of extracting sub-

ject terms presented in the dictionary, and generating objects and adding them to the 

ontology (see Fig.1). 

                                                           
1  In angle brackets, the lexical-semantic class and grammatical categories are indicated, the * 

symbol means the possibility of repeating an element in the structure, including optionality. 



 

 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of information extraction based on LSP. 

This scheme demonstrates the sequence of steps for LSP-based population of an on-

tology. Take a closer look at this process. 

Tokenization of the text (step 1) provides the transformation of the document to the 

required text format and the splitting of the text into elementary units - words, punctu-

ation marks, separators. 

The term extraction step includes search for dictionary terms (step 2), extracting N-

grams (step 3), and T-LSP-based search for new terms and term-like N-grams (step 4). 

At this stage, morphological and surface syntactic analysis of the text is carried out, as 

well as matching template structures against the chain of found tokens with the neces-

sary check of their grammatical features.  

At the next stage, the found terms are sent to the input of the object search and for-

mation subsystem. At this stage, for each I-LSP, a suitable set of arguments is searched 

for among the found terms and already generated objects, the match conditions are 

checked, and new objects or relations are created (step 5). All found objects go through 

the identification procedure – comparison with individuals of the domain ontology – 

and enrich the ontology with new facts (step 6).  

Thus, the result of the extraction process will be the objects found in the text and 

referring to existing or new instances of the domain ontology classes.  

To implement the approach described above, a stack of technologies previously de-

veloped by our team for solving various AOT problems [18] is used. The Klan system 

is used for creating a subject dictionary and text analysis, carrying out morphological 

and surface syntactic analysis of the text and extraction of dictionary terms [19]. The 

PatTerm system [4] provides a search for text fragments according to a given pattern 

and is used for finding term-like N-grams in the text [20]. The Faton system [17] is 

designed for matching language constructions formulated as samples in I-LSP to ontol-

ogy objects and extracting information on the basis of these patterns. 

4 Subject Dictionary 

For the study, a corpus including 100 Russian-language articles was compiled from the 

resource ( https://cyberleninka.ru ). Articles were selected from 5 scientific collections 

corresponding to the humanities, natural, technical, social and exact sciences. Each 

field has several subfields. The humanities includes linguistics, pedagogics and psy-

chology; the natural sciences incorporate archeology, biology, geography, medicine, 

chemistry and ecology; the technical science consists of such directions as mechanics 

and physics; the social sciences enclose architecture, history, politics, law, sociology, 

https://cyberleninka.ru/


 

philosophy , economics and energy, while information technology and mathematics are 

related to the exact science. 

This breakdown was made in order to test (and further confirm) the hypothesis about 

the same or similar use of constructions in different scientific fields. The section of the 

humanities includes 21 articles, natural science - 14 articles, technical science - 12 ar-

ticles, social science section consists of 36 articles and 17 articles relate to exact sci-

ence. The total volume of the corpus is 370.8 thousand tokens. 

Pre-processing of the texts was performed to convert them into a suitable format 

(txt), check them for technical errors and correct if necessary. 

The next stage is creating a dictionary and its processing in order to remove incor-

rectly formed terms and phrases and carry out thematic classification of significant 

terms. 

In the course of the analysis of scientific texts, constructions describing research 

method were identified and classified in terms of information to be extracted as follows: 

 constructions representing basic information about the method: name, description 

(characteristic), task (purpose) of the method, object of research, activity in which it 

is used (e.g., project); 

 constructions representing information about the creation of a method: author, date 

of appearance, geographical location, information resource; 

 constructions representing  additional information: publication describing the 

method, person applying it, the scientific result and the section of science. 

Dictionary subsystem allows to form subject specific dictionaries based on the text 

corpus and provides a set of research tools (to recognise terminological phrases, con-

struct concordances, calculate occurrence statistics, make semantic annotation for 

terms). These tools helped create the dictionary of terms required for extracting infor-

mation about the research method. It contains 16918 words (terms) and 65407 termi-

nological phrases (compound terminology entries). 

Based on the structure of a specific ontology the system of lexico-semantic classes 

in the dictionary reflects the hierarchy of the ontology objects and relations. For ana-

lyzing the vocabulary, the concordance constructed by the word метод ‘method’ 

proved to be useful. The following is a table of lexico-semantic groups (LSG). 

Table 1. Lexico-Semantic classes. 

Class name Lexemes list 

comprehension 

понимать ‘understand’, предполагать ‘suppose’, осознать ‘realize’, 

осознавать ‘realize’, воспринимать ‘perceive’, пониматься ‘be under-

stood’, предполагаться ‘be supposed’, восприниматься ‘be perceived’ 

mental-speech 

объяснять ‘explain’, определять ‘define’, трактовать ‘interp’, 

расценивать ‘regard’, рассматривать ‘consider’, объясняться ‘be ex-

plained’, определяться ‘be defined’, трактоваться ‘be interped’, 

рассматриваться ‘be considered’ 

existence 
являться ‘be’, быть ‘be’, be considered ‘считаться’, выступать 

‘act as’ 



 

 

essence 
заключаться ‘consist’, состоять ‘consist’, особенность ‘feature’, 

смысл ‘meaning’, принцип ‘principle’, идея ‘idea’, суть ‘point’ 

creation 
предложить ‘offer’, ввести ‘introduce’, разработать ‘develop’, 

описать ‘describe’, создать ‘create’ 

intel-activity 

решать ‘solve’, вычислять ‘calculate’, исследовать ‘investigate, 

изучать ‘study’, решаться ‘be solved’, изучаться ‘be studied’, 

вычисляться ‘be calculated’ 

result 

получить ‘obtain’, получать ‘obtain’, решить ‘solve’, получаться ‘be 

obtained’, получиться ‘be obtained’, решиться ‘be solved’, изучить 

‘be solved, вычислить ‘calculate’ 

use 
применять ‘apply’, применяться ‘be applied’, использовать ‘use’, ис-

пользоваться ‘be used’ 

purpose задача ‘task’, цель ‘purpose’ 

method 
метод ‘method’, метода ‘method’, способ ‘way’, прием ‘method’, тех-

нология ‘technology’, средство ‘means’ 

inceptive начаться ‘start’ 

In the table 1 verbs stand for all verb forms: personal, infinitive, participles and ger-

unds. The division into groups presented in the table is based on the semantic meanings 

expressed in sentences. For example, LSG intel-activity includes imperfective verbs 

that define a series of intellectual actions (operations) taken in order to achieve a par-

ticular end and performed using a method, and LSG result includes an action with an 

emphasis on the result obtained by a method. 

5 Extracting Information about Research Method based on 

LSPs 

For methodology development the research method was taken as a target for infor-

mation extraction due to its being one of the main concepts of the scientific activity 

ontology. The types of information extracted can be subdivided into named entities 

(persons, names of organizations and geographic objects), attributes of objects (position 

and place of work for a person), relations between objects (being an employee), facts 

and events (creating an organization). 

5.1 Ontological Class Method 

Consider the scheme of attributes and relations of objects of the Method class (see 

Fig.2). 



 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of relations and attributes of objects of the Method class. 

An object of the Method class can be associated with objects of such classes as Sci-

entific activity in which it is used, Scientific result obtained by it, Science section using 

it, Person or Organization which are its authors, Publication describing it, the Object 

of study applying it, the Information Resource presenting it, and the Geographical 

Place where it was created. The attributes of an object of the Method class are Name, 

Description and creation Date having string values.  

The formation of lexico-semantic classes is based on ontology and predicate classes 

allowing expression of relationships between classes. Lexemes of lexico-semantic 

groups are able to create rows of synonyms and be interchangeable in sentences. 

5.2 Representation of Patterns 

The typification of constructions based on the ontology obeys the following principles. 

Class objects are written in constructions as the name of the class: Method, Author, 

Task, Object, Result, Geographic Object and Information Resource. The extracted at-

tributes are written in constructions as the names of the attributes of the Method object: 

Name, Description and Date. Any lexeme of a lexico-semantic class is represented by 

the class name, the grammatical class and features of the lexeme being specified if nec-

essary. 

The sentence (see Fig. 3) is described by the construction: 

[определение ‘definition’, Method(), <Existence><Verb>, <Method.Description>] 

This construction includes four components: the lexeme определение ‘definition’, 

an instance of the Method class, a Verb of the Existence LSG and the Method attribute 

called Description. 



 

 

 

"An adequate definition of the mathematical method is obtaining dependencies through 

mathematical operations that replace scientific deduction." 

Fig. 3. Structural representation of the Research Method Description in the sentence. 

5.3 Representation of Patterns 

Some grammatical categories (GC) and syntactic relations appeared to be irrelevant for 

the description of certain constructions. The following are examples. 

(1) Тянь чжан предложил метод агломерационной иерархической кластеризации 

под названием birch (Tian Zhang proposed a method of agglomerative hierarchical 

clustering called birch). 

(2) Взаимодействие МК с МЭА параллельно исследовали методами изомолярных 

серий и молярных отношений (The interaction of MC with MEA was investigated in 

parallel by the methods of isomolar series and molar ratio). 

In (1) the 3rd person verb is used with the subject expressed by a proper name. The 

component Author implies the presence of a proper name, therefore, in this case, for 

simplification of the pattern the indication of the third person of the verb can be omitted. 

So, (1) is covered by the sample 

 [Author(), <Creation>, Method()] 

The sentence (2) is indefinitely personal one-member sentence, however, changing 

the number to a singular and replacing the verb исследовать ‘investigate’ with a re-

flexive исследоваться ‘be investigated’ will make the sentence definitely personal or 

two-member. Hence, the two  verbs (исследовать ‘investigate’ and исследоваться 

‘be investigated’) can reasonably be combined in a single pattern, for which the syn-

tactic constraint on the subject-predicate relation is optional: 

 [Object(), <Intel-Activity><Verb>, Method()] 

Some grammatical categories and syntactic constraints (such as noun case and verb 

tense) appeared to be relevant for constructing samples in certain contexts. These con-

texts have been revealed using the concordance for the word 'method'.  



 

The relations between the members of the sentence can be divided into subject-pred-

icate agreement, coordinative and subordinate relations [21, 22]. The following exam-

ples illustrate three types of the first relation.  

(3) Математический метод определялся как использование математических 

символов для выражения исходных посылок и выводов и математические опера-

ции с этими символами для получения новых зависимостей (The mathematical 

method was defined as the use of mathematical symbols to express the initial premises 

and conclusions and mathematical operations with these symbols to obtain new de-

pendencies). 

 This type of agreement takes into account the nominative case of the subject and the 

subject-predicate grammatical agreement in number and gender forms. 

(4) В работе общегистологическим, люминесцентно-гистохимическим и имму-

ногистохимическим методами исследованы надпочечники 42 крыс-самок. (The 

adrenal glands of 42 female rats were studied using general histological, luminescent-

histochemical and immunohistochemical methods). 

The second type of agreement is an agreement between the subject and the nominal 

part of the predicate in the forms of gender and number. 

(5) Математический метод - это получение зависимостей посредством мате-

матических операций, заменяющих научную дедукцию. (The mathematical method 

is the derivation of dependencies through mathematical operations that replace scien-

tific deduction). 

The third type is the relation between the main members of the sentence, in which 

the grammatical  forms of the subject and predicate are mutually independent. 

Subordinate relations accounted for in the patterns are concord (статистический 

метод ‘statistical method’), strong government (расценивать метод ‘evaluate 

method’, метод объяснения ‘explain method’) and weak government (начать 

использование в 50-х годах ‘start using in the 50s’ / к 50-м годам ‘by the 50s’). 

A coordination is a relation between homogeneous members of a sentence, which 

are equal components that do not depend on each other. There are two ways to describe 

several research methods. The first one is use of the plural of 'method' combined with 

coordinated method names (сопоставительный и описательный методы ‘compar-

ative and descriptive methods’, методы контекстуального анализа и 

интерпретации ‘methods of contextual analysis and interpretation’). The second way 

is the repetition of lexeme метод 'method' to represent each of the research methods 

(метод контекстуального анализа и метод интерпретации ‘contextual analysis 

method and interpretation method’). In both cases, homogeneous members can be sep-

arated by commas or conjunction and.  

The grammatical number of the predicate is plural in sentences with several subjects. 

(6) Диденко В. Н., Фахразиев И.И. и Мартынов А.И. разработали метод расчет-

ного определения границ нестабильной детонации природного газа. (Didenko 



 

 

V.N., Fakhraziev I.I. and Martynov A.I. developed a method for calculating the bound-

aries of unstable detonation of natural gas). 

In this case, the verb 'developed' is plural. The agreement constraint requires plural 

or multiplicity of the sentence subject. 

5.4 Representation of Patterns 

Consider examples of extracting information from scientific and technical texts with 

the help of I-LSPs. They are written in the FATON language and based on T-LSPs. I-

LSPs can be subdivided into initializing ones (creating an object of a class) and those 

linking to an object of another class or an attribute. 

(1) Scheme Method 

  arg1: Term::Method  

        ⇨ Object::Method (Name: arg1.Name) 

The scheme (1) shows the creation of an object of the Method class. The pattern 

identifies the terms marked up in the subject dictionary and creates an object with the 

corresponding name. 

(2) Scheme Method_Author  

  arg1: Object::Person (Case: ‘instr’)  

  arg2: Term::Create (ps: Verb)  

  arg3: Object::Method (Case: ‘nom’)  

    Condition  Contact (arg1, arg2) = Contact_Object,  

         Contact (arg2, arg3) = Contact_Object  

    ⇨ arg3::Method (Author: arg1.Name)  

The scheme (2) shows a simple variant of binding an object of the Method class with 

an object of the Author class. Contact in this case means the possibility for terms to be 

separated by insignificant terms of other classes and function words. This pattern will 

handle cases like:  

(7) Метод «мозгового штурма» был разработан в 1953 г. американским 

консультантом Осборном (The brainstorming method was developed in 1953 by the 

American consultant Osborne).  

(3) Scheme Method_Description  

  arg1: Term::( Norm: ‘definition’, Case: ‘instr’)  

  arg2: Object::Method (Case: ‘gen’)  

  arg3: Term::Existence (ps: Verb) 

  // noun phrase with subordinate parts 

  arg4: TERMIN_ALEX::Description (Case = ‘nom’) 

   Condition  Contact (arg1, arg2) = Contact_Absolute, 

        Contact (arg2, arg3) = Contact_Object,  

        Contact (arg3, arg4) = Contact_Absolute  



 

    ⇨ arg2::Method (Description: arg4.Name)  

Scheme (3) illustrates a complex binding option – adding the Description attribute. 

It will process cases like the example in Fig. 3.  

In the first phase, 32 patterns with an emphasis on high precision were designed. 

They extract 159 sentences from 100 articles. At the next phase of the work, increasing 

recall by means of weakening the restrictions in the patterns is planned.  

Conclusion 

The article discusses the methodology for constructing the LSPs for population of the 

ontology of scientific activity. Research is conducted on the basis of a corpus of scien-

tific publications, which includes articles that equally represent various fields of 

knowledge. The analysis of typical structures expressing ways of presenting infor-

mation about research methods is carried out. The described patterns concern research 

method name, description, connections with the task and the object of research. 

The peculiarity of this work consists in analyzing the possibility of automatic gen-

eration of patterns due to consideration of certain types of linguistic information: 1) 

composition of patterns  based  exclusively on ontological relations; 2)  use of basic 

linguistic constructions presented either in the ontology or in the general scientific vo-

cabulary, and 3) reliance on the hierarchy and properties of the ontology classes when 

developing a system of lexico-semantic meanings for dictionary terms. Special atten-

tion is paid to syntactic constraints binding the pattern elements, identified on the basis 

of the analysis of a representative sample of their occurrences in the text corpus. 32 

patterns for extraction information about research methods were designed. On average, 

3-7 sentences are extracted for each pattern from 100 articles.  

During the study, the incompleteness of the ontological description of the Method 

class was revealed. Such attributes as disadvantages and advantages of method, condi-

tions of application (requirements), and relations to other methods (includes, develops) 

can be added there. Further development of the methodology involves the automation 

of the process of constructing the LSP. 
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